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Center, University of California at Riverside,

Riverside CA, 92521
bDepartment of Mechanical Engineering, University of California at Berkeley,
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Abstract

The unknown relationship between pulmonary structure and function is increasingly
becoming the focus of lung mechanics research as it imposes significant limitations on med-
ical advancements and clinical translation. Breathing is an interaction between fluid flow
and structural motion, yet the lack of experimentally measured material properties dis-
connects air forces from tissue deformations. To address these needs, we characterize the
mechanical properties of porcine airways based on uniaxial tensile experiments, accounting
for anisotropy and heterogeneity. We formulate the first pulmonary constitutive model cap-
turing proximal and distal bronchial region effects to determine airways’ collagen fibers and
extrafibrillar matrix role in a structurally-motivated mechanical function. The strain-energy
function combines a matrix contribution, (selected from six common constitutive models:
compressible NeoHookean, unconstrained Ogden, uncoupled Mooney-Rivlin, incompressible
Ogden, incompressible Demiray and incompressible NeoHookean), reinforced with a fiber
model, selected from an exponential or polynomial function. Agreement between the ex-
perimental data and model fit is determined by minimizing residual error, and maximizing
R2, considering uniqueness and sensitivity. The incompressible Demiray model describing
the matrix term complemented by an exponential function for the fiber contribution was
deemed most appropriate for all bronchial regions. Model stress-stretch behavior, resulting
parameters and deviations, matrix versus fiber contributions, and parameter correlations
to mechanical properties are compared across trachea, large bronchi, and small bronchi re-
gions. Identified mechanical parameters and significant material heterogeneity motivates
biochemical analysis and histology imaging to explore the impact of tissue composition and
structural form. Correlations between mechanical function to collagen and glycosamino-
glycan content requires further investigation, however microstructural observations suggest
evolution of tissue architecture from proximal to distal airways, namely transformation of
fiber curvature and crimp, may be responsible for regional functionality of bronchial tis-
sue. Our systematic pulmonary tissue characterization provides experimentally informed,
structurally-reinforced, mathematical models capturing bronchial material response lacking
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in the literature, enabling fluid-structure interaction simulations, and ultimately aiming to
advance disease diagnosis and progression through computational techniques.

Keywords:
Lung Mechanics; Biochemistry; Histology; Material Behavior; Constitutive Law; Tissue
Characterization

1. Introduction

Billions of dollars are spent annually on the leading cause of death worldwide; unknown
to people, lung disease is responsible for claiming millions of lives each year (2; 8; 76; 100).
Current lung biomechanics research consists of predominantly single-mechanism approaches:
the fluid mechanics community explores turbulent flow, particle deposition, and branching
algorithms (49; 53; 66; 99; 102; 104), and the solid/structural mechanics community in-
vestigates trachea, alveolar, and parenchymal tissue response (23; 41; 61; 62; 72; 92); yet
the lung is both a flow and structure system. The knowledge junction between the fluid-
structure interaction of the lung remains disconnected because the scientific literature on
airway material properties is scarce.

The absence of biomechanical experimental tissue characterization limits research in-
sights. Modeling obstruction patterns caused by inflammation and constriction, or tissue
remodeling caused by chronic endurance of lung diseases, such as asthma or bronchitis,
rely heavily on the mechanical properties of the airways (43; 20; 21; 45; 56; 57; 71); these
studies are constrained to use generic material properties spanning multiple orders of mag-
nitude. Analogously, majority of fluid mechanics studies analyzing flow employ rigid airway
geometry despite the lungs transporting liters worth of volume per breath (74); accounting
for tissue deformation during breathing yields drastically altered particle deposition results
(54; 94; 103). Physiologically relevant insights will continue to remain elusive because of
undocumented bronchial mechanics. Current deficiencies, including significant oversimplifi-
cation of lung biomechanics research (e.g. substitution of arterial constitutive laws in lieu of
pulmonary behavior), can be overcome through relational exploration of coupled breathing
stresses and deformation of isolated airway measures (16; 42; 48; 50; 61; 103).

The complexity of the bronchial network challenges the acquisition of mechanical prop-
erties, temporal responses, and morphological structures responsible for airway deformation
and stress distribution (39; 98). The multi-layered composition of the airways consists of
soft tissue attached to cartilaginous substructures, ring-like in proximal regions evolving
into separate scales in distal bronchi (19). The soft connective tissue between sections of
cartilage rings bears the bulk of deformation during breathing, while mechanics studies have
characterized the more rigid cartilage (14; 33; 50; 88? ). The distal bronchi are imbed-
ded in spongy elastic parenchyma (69; 86). The structure complicates experimental design
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and procurement of a reproducible technique (24; 46; 78; 83; 92). These challenges re-
strict most studies to the investigation of the trachea, the most readily accessible airway
(16; 33; 79; 82; 89; 91; 95; 97), whereas intraparenchymal airways form nearly the entirety
of lung volume, and are more relevant sites of disease obstruction (10; 17; 93). Advance-
ments in pulmonary research requires instituting complete mechanics based on experimental
measures accounting for proximally and distally located airways.

To address these needs, we utilize extensive uniaxial tensile porcine bronchi experiments
to obtain a novel airway-specific constitutive relation capturing the behavior of various
bronchial regions and calibrated by orientation-informed fiber reinforcement. Trachea, large
bronchi, and small bronchi samples are categorized by solely matrix engagement or com-
bined matrix and fiber engagement depending on circumferential or axial testing orientation,
respectively. Six common nonlinear hyperelastic compressible and incompressible models
describe the matrix response (13; 35; 78; 82); the best fit to experimentally acquired pre-
conditioned stress-strain data is then complemented by either an exponential or polynomial
fiber model option (89; 37). All parameter fits are presented and the best overall matrix
plus fiber strain-energy function for all bronchial regions is found. The resulting constitutive
parameters are compared across region to decipher mechanical function variation. Tissue
stiffness is correlated to mechanical parameters to establish possible correlations. The pro-
portional matrix-fiber contribution to the stress-strain response is compared for the trachea,
large bronchi, and small bronchi, and the model’s sensitivity to experimental variation in
material parameters is explored. The significant differences in parameter fits suggest me-
chanical heterogeneity and potential variation in tissue composition between the trachea,
large bronchi, and small bronchi, which is further explored through biochemical analysis of
glycosaminoglycan (GAG) and collagen content. Qualitative histological observations reveal
mucosa microstructure most readily changes with respect to region and suggest tissue archi-
tecture and form may be extremely influential in dictating the material property variations
of the proximal and distal airways.

The findings of this study address a glaring void in lung biomechanics research, a neces-
sary prerequisite to clinical translation. The results yield critical information to construct
physiologically relevant computational models capable of reproducing the anisotropic and
heterogenous response of the bronchial tree. This work facilitates extension to human tissue
with expected similarities (65; 59), and to diseased states with suspected altered mechanical
properties (12; 34; 42; 47; 56). Establishing the biomaterial properties of bronchial tissue
is central to lung research progress; we provide the foundation for understanding airway
biomechanics, facilitating the creation of disease diagnostics, surgical planning, and predic-
tive technologies, aimed at advancing pulmonary medicine.

2. Materials and Methods

The complexity of lung tissue requires extensive experimental protocol development and
design iteration, as stated previously. We briefly describe specimen handling and dissection
here, directing the reader to prior investigating for detailed tissue methodologies (24). Here
we focus on the development of an pulmonary constitutive model representative of the me-
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Figure 1: Illustration of experimental protocol dissecting samples from porcine lung. (A) Three regions of
extra- and intraparenchymal sample procurement denoted as the trachea, large bronchi, and small bronchi.
(B) For each of these regions, samples were loaded in two orientations, circumferential and axial, with
fibers aligned longitudinally. (C) Six categorical samples were each subjected to preconditioning protocol,
elongating the tissue to a ratio of 1.35 five times before using the stress-strain response from the sixth loading
curve to inform constitutive relationships.

chanical response of varying regions of the bronchial tree, highlighting and further exploring
the relationship between pulmonary structure and function from tissue composition and
image observations.

2.1. Lung Specimens

Uniaxial tensile tests were performed on samples collected from the trachea, large bronchi,
and small bronchi regions of five porcine specimens with n>30 viable measurements per an-
imal specimen (totaling more than 150 viable samples). Samples were evenly distributed
amongst porcine hosts and categorical orientation and region to avoid statistical skew. Fig-
ure 1 illustrates specificied regions with categorical inner diameter (ID) measurements, and
airway wall tissue specimens, with soft tissue composed of the mucosa and submucosa, ori-
ented based on circumferential and axial directions with illustrated fiber alignment (63).
These six tissue sample categories measured 3-4mm wide, 8-9mm long, and 1-2mm thick
and were subjected to a deformation ratio of 1.35, preconditioned five times with the sixth
loading stress-strain response analyzed. Samples were stretched at a deformation ratio rate
of 0.01/sec (24; 89).

2.2. Modeling and Data Analysis

The established anisotropy of the tissue(24) motivated use of structurally-reinforced
strain-energy function to explore regional behavior. Inspection of tissue morphology in-
formed fiber orientation and was confirmed by microscopy observations in previous airway
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studies and histology performed in this work (11; 55). Equations 1 and 2 employed the
structural reinforcement differentiation between circumferential and axial samples to formu-
late the compound the strain-energy function: circumferential samples assumed engagement
of solely the extracellular matrix while axially tested samples engaged collagen and elastic
fibers in addition to the matrix (36; 37; 40; 81; 87).

ψcircumferential = ψmatrix (1)

ψaxial = ψmatrix + ψfiber (2)

The experimental data fitting was performed in two sequential parts. First the matrix
portion of the strain-energy function informed by circumferentially tested samples was es-
tablished, as it reappears for the axial tissue description. Six models, three compressible
(compressible NeoHookean, unconstrained Ogden, and uncoupled Mooney-Rivlin) and three
incompressible (incompressible Ogden, incompressible Demiray and and incompressible Neo-
Hookean) were considered. The best fit matrix model designated from circumferential sam-
ples is used to fit axially tested samples. Axially samples had a fiber term in addition to
a matrix term (equation 2) with the fiber term selected as either a two-term exponential
or polynomial expression. The parameters for the circumferential term of the axial samples
is not fixed according circumferential samples, rather bounded by the circumferentially-
informed samples’ averages ± standard deviation. Thus, the best fit fiber-reinforced con-
stitutive model representing all three regions (trachea, large bronchi, and small bronchi)
was designated. Parameter fits differed between region and significance was explored. Axial
samples were used to find proportional stress contributions: the matrix stress portion from
the derivative of ψmatrix normalized by the total stress value denoted the matrix stress con-
tribution (67). Similarly, fiber stress contribution was found from ψfiber. While both axial
and circumferential samples of the three regions had resulting matrix term parameters, the
values did not differ significantly and reflected same regional trends. This was expected and
the approach was used as a mathematical check.

2.2.1. Uniaxial Tensile Testing Continuum Mechanics

Nonlinear equations of continuum mechanics were used to mathematically describe tissue
deformation. The deformation map φ(X), which relates the undeformed to deformed state
is used to define the deformation gradient F (X)=∇φ(X), which is a diagonal matrix of form
(35).

F =

λ1 0 0
0 λ2 0
0 0 λ3

 (3)

λ1, λ2 and λ3 are the principle stretches of the tissue and λ3 is aligned with the device
grips elongation direction (Instron 5848 Microtester and 10N load cell). λ3 is described
as λ3 = 1 + d/H, where d is the grip displacement normalize by the tissue sample height
H. We assume λ1 and λ2 contract equally in relation to Poisson’s ratio, a free parameter
for compressible NeoHookean, unconstrained Ogden, and uncoupled Mooney-Rivlin models.
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Generally F becomes

F =

λ−ν3 0 0
0 λ−ν3 0
0 0 λ3

 (4)

for large deformation Poisson’s effect. F further reduces to F = diag(
√
λ3;
√
λ3;λ3) for

incompressible NeoHookean, incompressible Ogden, and incompressible Demiray models
where ν = 0.5 (36).

2.2.2. Constitutive Relations

We use six phenomenological hyperelastic constitutive relations to describe the matrix
strain-energy contribution and subsequently augment the result with two fiber strain-energy
functions to account for anisotropy through structural reinforcement. Viscous and porous
effects are ignored, however, unlike majority of biological studies we did not assume com-
pressibility a priori and allowing for compressibility to be explored through model perfor-
mance (13; 55). Preliminary digital image correlation studies substantiated our assumption
of homogenous tissue deformation. The strain-energy functions commonly found in the
literature are expressed in terms of material parameters and invariants, the latter can be
related to the principle stretch λ3. Here we have expressed the common form and included
the complete derivation methodology for compressible Neo-Hookean for clarity (22). The
same approach is followed for all remaining constitutive model derivations.

For compressible NeoHookean (C-NH):

ψC−NH(I1(λ3), J(λ3)) =
1

2
µ [I1 − 3 ] +

λ

2
ln(J)2 − µln(J) (5)

µ and λ act as Lamé constants, (λ not to be confused with experimental stretch λ3). I1 and
J are the first invariant and Jacobian respectively, and are related to λ3 and include ν in
their formulations. Therefore, the compressible NeoHookean model has three parameters ν,
µ, and λ with units [ - ], [kPa], and [MPa].

P is first Piola-Kirchhoff stress and the derivative of the strain-energy function with
respect to F . P is found using the chain and product rules:

P =
δψC−NH

δF
=
δψC−NH

δI1

δI1
δλ3

λ3
δF

+
δψC−NH

δJ

δJ

δλ3

λ3
δF

. (6)

P is a tensor but we are only interested in P33 resulting from the stretch in the 33
direction. P33 was directly measured from tensile testing (55), where P33 = fz/(WT ) and
fz is the measured force from the load cell, W is the tissue width and T is the tissue
thickness. The product of W and T provides the sample cross-sectional area in the reference
configuration.

The first invariant is I1 = trace(C) where C is the right Cauchy-Green deformation
tensor C = F tF , and F is a function of λ3 based on compressible or incompressible mod-
els; for compressible NeoHookean F is F = diag(

√
λ3;
√
λ3;λ3). Therefore, in terms of λ3,

I1 = 2λ−2ν
3 + λ3

2. The Jacobian J is defined as J = det(F ) = λ1−2ν
3 (1). The partial
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derivatives are (87):

δψC−NH

δI1
= µ

2
;

δI1
δλ3

= −4νλ
(−2ν−1)
3 + 2λ3 ;

δψC−NH

δJ
= µ

J
+ λ

J
ln(J);

δJ
δλ3

= (1− 2ν)λ−2ν
3 ;

and trivially, λ3
δF33

= 1.

F33 denotes the third diagonal of F which will extract the corresponding P33 of P . Evaluat-
ing λ3 = 1 in equation 6 results in P33 = 0, as expected. For simplicity we will call P33 = P
from here on.

The remaining five models’ stress expressions are similarly derived from their strain-
energy expressions.

Unconstrained Ogden (U-O), 4 parameters:

ψU−O(λ3, J(λ3)) =
1

2
cp(J − 1)2 +

c1
α2

(λα1 + λα2 + λα3 − αln(J)), (7)

where c1 [kPa] is a coefficient, α [ - ] is an exponent, cp [MPa] acts as a bulk-like modulus,
and ν is encapsulated within F and is Poisson’s ratio [ - ]. Recall λ1 and λ2 are related to
λ3 through F where λ1 = λ2 = λ−ν3 .

Uncoupled Mooney-Rivlin (U-MR), 4 parameters:

ψU−MR(I1(λ3), I2(λ3)J(λ3)) = c1(I1 − 3) + c2(I2 − 3)− 2(c1 + 2c2)ln(J) +
λ

2
ln(J)2 (8)

where I2 is the second invariant expressed as I2=
1
2
[(trace(C))2 + trace(C2)] = λ3

−4ν +

2λ3
(2−2ν), and c1 and c2 are parameters [MPa].
Incompressible Ogden (I-O), 2 parameters:

ψI−O(λ1(λ3), λ2(λ3)) =
2µ

α2
(λα1 + λα2 + λα3 − 3) (9)

where µ [kPa] is a coefficient, α [ - ] is an exponent, and λ1 and λ2 are previously described.
Incompressible Demiray (I-D), 2 parameters:

ψI−D(I1(λ3)) =
µ

2β
(exp[β(I1 − 3]− 1) (10)

where µ [kPa] is a coefficient, β [ - ] is an exponent , and I1 is previously described.
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Incompressible NeoHookean (I-NH), 1 parameter:

ψI−NH(I1(λ3)) =
µ

2
(I1 − 3) (11)

where µ [kPa] is a coefficient.
ψfiber for the axial samples consisting of a fiber portion is selected from two-term expo-

nential or polynomial expressions for the strain-energy expression, and derived as the matrix
models were described earlier. The resulting fiber expression is summed with the matrix
expression as in equation 2, and the stress is ψaxial’s derivative.

Fiber Exponential expression, 2 parameters:

ψexp =
k1
k2

(exp[k2(I4−1)2] − 1) (12)

where I4 is the fourth invariant, dependent on the fiber direction, for which we have aligned
with the force; therefore, I4 simplifies to I4 = λ3

2 (81; 5). k1 [kPa] acts as a coefficient and
k2 [ - ] as an exponent.

Fiber Polynomial expression, 2 parameters (15):

ψpoly = k1(I4 − 1)2 + k2(I4 − 1)3 (13)

where I4 is used again and reduces to I4 = λ3
2 (37). k1 and k2 both act as coefficients [kPa].

2.3. Material Model Calibration

MATLAB’s non-linear least squares algorithm, lsqnonlin, was used to minimize the dif-
ference between the model generated first Piola-Kirchhoff stress P and experimentally mea-
sured stress P exp. All experimentally gathered data was mathematically interpolated onto
1001 equally spread points to avoid sample measuring bias. All constitutive model param-
eters were free to range between [−∞,+∞], except for ν which was constrained to range
between [0, 0.5], and the uncoupled Mooney-Rivlin parameter c2, which was negative for
concavity [−∞, 0] (35). The initial guesses of each parameter was multiplied by a random
coefficient and run several times to compare solution integrity. Initial guesses were also var-
ied by two orders of magnitude and subject to multiple runs. Uniqueness was a criteria for
model fitting and non-unique models were identified. A Bland Altman analysis was used to
provide a measure of agreement between the model and experimental data. The coefficient
of determination R2 = 1− Sresidual/Stotal was used to determine goodness of fit, where the
sum of residual squares is Sresidual=Σ1001

i (P exp
i − Pi)

2, P exp
i and Pi are experimental and

model values, respectively. The total sum of squares is Stotal=Σ1001
i (P exp

i − Pmean)2, and
Pmean is the mean of the observed data (13). The mean of the residual error Σ1001

i (P exp
i −Pi)

was used in conjunction with R2. The best model was defined as one which had both R2

nearest to unity and smallest residual error.
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2.4. Model Sensitivity

A sensitivity analysis was conducted to inform how the parameter calibrations’ devia-
tions impact the stress-stretch response of the resulting best fit model (32; 68). For the
circumferential samples fitted to the incompressible Demiray model, one parameter, either
µ or β, was fixed at its average regional value while the other parameter was varied from its
average by its standard deviation. Similarly, for the axial samples, either µ, β, k1 or k2 were
varied at ±standard deviation while the other three parameters were fixed at their aver-
age response. Analysis showed how parameter calibration to experimental tensile behavior
affects specific parameters’ impact on the stress-strain response, further distinguished by
region.

2.5. Biochemistry

One porcine lung was used to quantify biochemical composition for the trachea, large
bronchi, and small bronchi. A 4mm diameter biopsy punch was used to prepare three
specimen samples from each region, dissecting only the soft tissue removed from the cartilage
layer. The wet weight of freshly prepared specimens was acquired and specimens were dried
overnight in lyophilizer. After drying, dry weights were acquired to calculate the water
content as the difference between wet and dry weights normalized by the wet weight. After
freeze-drying, the remaining precipitate was re-suspended in 1 mL of 0.5 mg/mL proteinase
K (PK digest) and digested overnight at 56C. DNA content was determined using the
PicoGreen Kit (Invitrogen). The glycosaminoglycan (GAG) content was determined using
1,9-dimethylmethylene blue (DMMB). A 100µl aliquot of PK digested sample was prepared
for the hydroxyproline assay through acid hydrolysis (12M HCl). The ratio of hydroxyproline
to collagen was assumed to be 10.0. GAG and collagen contents were normalized by wet
weight, dry weight and DNA content. ()[*Grace References?].

2.6. Histology

Representative sample specimens for each region (trachea: 19.22mm ID, large bronchi:
11.8mm ID, small bronchi: 6.22mm ID) were cut from the airway using a scalpel and fixed in
4% formaldehyde solution (71). Gladstone Institutes Histology and Light Microscopy Core
provided histology services for Masson’s Trichrome and Hematoxylin and Eosin staining
(11; 78). Dehydrated samples were embedded in paraffin wax blocks and sliced 2-10µm
thick. Red and pink colors highlighted cytoplasm, keratin, muscle, and intercellular fiber
(elastin); black stained cell nuclei; and blue stained collagen and mucus (25). Slides were
imaged with an digital camera (AmScope FMA037, Irvine CA) attached to an upright
microscope (Olympus CKX31).

2.7. Statistics and Correlations

After finding the best model, only 1-2 sample points per region were identified as out-
liers exceeding 1.5 times the interquartile range (Q1-Q3), and were omitted. All values were
subject to a Box-Cox transformation, followed by a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA)
and Bonferroni multiple comparison adjusting for groups. Calculations were done in MAT-
LAB’s Statistics Toolbox, with p-values less than 0.05 denoting significance. Resulting
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constitutive model parameter calibrations, experimental biochemistry values and correla-
tions were analyzed. Spearman’s correlation analysis was used to find inter-relationships
between constitutive parameters and correlate to experimental measures (24). Correlations
between constitutive parameters and the pseudoelastic stiffness modulus E were deemed
significant (32; 68). All correlations are reported and significant p-values with strong corre-
lations (ρ>0.7) were graphed and analyzed (correlations defined as strong: ρ>0.7, moderate:
0.7>ρ>0.5, weak: ρ<0.5) (18).
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Figure 2: Average curves of each categorical sample orientation and region. Axial samples portray greater
stress response and non-linearity than circumferential samples for given strain range. Circumferential small
bronchi exhibits greater stress ranges and pseudoelastic stiffness modulus (slope) than trachea and large
bronchi counterparts (24).

3. Results

3.1. Stress-Stretch Response

The average categorical sample response grouped by orientation (axial and circumferen-
tial) and region (trachea, large bronchi, and small bronchi) is shown in Figure 2. The linear
slope of the stress-strain response in the small stretch region (<1.15) is called the psuedoe-
lastic modulus E and acts as a measure of material stiffness (24). For trachea, large bronchi,
and small bronchi axially oriented samples, E is greater compared to circumferential coun-
terparts. Notably, small bronchi circumferential samples have a greater stiffness than either
circumferential trachea or large bronchi. The distinct material anisotropy as seen in Figure
2 was accounted for in the formulation of constitutive models through two-part complemen-
tary matrix and fiber strain-energy function. The heterogenous response was considered by
analyzing each region separately.

3.2. Constitutive Model Performance

The performance of each model fit (colored lines) to a representative experimental sample
(dotted line) is shown in Figure 3. Fits were categorized by tissue testing orientation; some
models performed better for specific regions but their overall performance for all regions were
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Figure 3: Representative circumferential and axial sample data fitted to various constitutive models. Cir-
cumferential tissue engaged the tissue matrix while axial tissue engaged both fiber and matrix components;
circumferential samples were fit to homogenous compressible and incompressible models, with incompressible
Demiray providing the best fit (top row, black line). Axial tissues were subsequently fit to fiber-reinforced
combined constitutive law, adopting incompressible Demiray for the matrix contribution and exponential
term for the fiber response (bottom row, black line).

averaged and evaluated. The best fit matrix model (deemed best based on multiple fitting
metrics) to circumferential data was found to be the incompressible Demiray function. Five
of the six models had R2 >0.95, and incompressible NeoHookean had R2=0.816, understand-
ably so, since it fit a single term only. Since incompressibility was not assumed beforehand,
compressible models were analyzed but found to be inaccurate compared to better per-
forming incompressible models: compressible Neohookean had visibly poor fits despite R2=
0.964; unconstrained Ogden and uncoupled Mooney-Rivlin had non-unique fits, with more
parameters than necessary. The incompressible models performed better overall. Incom-
pressible Demiray was the best matrix model (R2=0.997, residual=-0.041MPa), followed by
its 2-term counterpart, Incompressible Ogden (R2=0.995, residual=-0.088MPa), and having
the smallest residual error. Adjusted R2 was also considered to account for comparing vary-
ing number of parameters for fits, but the results of constitutive model performance were
negligibly altered (R2 changed by 10−5.

With incompressible Demiray being the model function of choice for the matrix term,
axial samples were fit by adding a fiber part to the strain-energy function to evaluate the
performance of a 2-term exponential versus a polynomial expression. Both residual errors
and R2 values were better for an exponential term (R2=0.991, residual=-0.175MPa). All
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Neohookean Ogden
ν [ - ] 0.483 ± 0.066 0.483 ± 0.066 0.484 ± 0.062 µ [kPa] 3.802 ± 2.128 2.584 ± 1.795 5.447 ± 4.555
µ [kPa] 23.7 ± 39.32 147.2 ± 297.7 114.7 ± 166.1 α [ - ] 7.637 ± 3.603 13.80 ± 9.336 11.95 ± 5.575
λ [MPa] -1119 ± 1113 -3759 ± 4920 -3252 ± 3335 Residual [MPa]= -0.088
Residual [MPa]= -0.131 R^2= 0.995
R^2= 0.964

Unconstrained Ogden Demiray 
ν [ - ] 0.336 ± 0.088 0.249 ± 0.139 0.236 ± 0.123 µ [kPa] 2.215 ± 1.042 2.019 ± 1.331 3.764 ± 2.953
cp [Mpa] 39.50 ± 245.4 11.17 ± 49.75 8.862 ± 43.97 β [ - ] 2.508 ± 1.826 6.190 ± 4.211 5.171 ± 2.887
c1 [kPa] 127.1 ± 842.2 -287.2 ± 932.0 -321.8 ± 408.6 Residual [MPa]= -0.041
α  [ - ] -8.678 ± 36.29 2.046 ± 4.117 0.358 ± 7.558 R^2= 0.997
Residual [MPa]= -0.125
R^2= 0.963

Uncoupled Mooney-Rivlin Incompressible Neohookean
ν [ - ] 0.425 ± 0.065 0.438 ± 0.086 0.436 ± 0.090 µ [kPa] 3.555 ± 2.540 9.354 ± 15.01 10.07 ± 11.09
c1 [Mpa] 23.91 ± 66.68 452.2 ± 1822 964.8 ± 3996 Residual [MPa]= 0.387
c2 [Mpa] -17.34 ± 90.11 -623.0 ± 3115 -1557 ± 6944 R^2= 0.819
λ [MPa] -498.9 ± 998.0 -2667 ± 5306 -1909 ± 2979
Residual [MPa]= -0.125
R^2= 0.963

Exponential + Demiray Polynomial + Demiray
k1 [ kPa ] 2.608 ± 2.687 1.937 ± 1.218 1.720 ± 1.257 k1 [ kPa ] 2.068 ± 2.827 3.292 ± 3.051 3.763 ± 2.871
k2 [ - ] 3.417 ±      2.795153753143728e+00     2.344803772510366e+00     1.850102996391938e+002.007 ± 2.345 0.897 ± 1.850 k2 [ kPa ] 11.49 ± 18.40 2.264 ± 5.000 0.651 ± 1.863
µ [kPa] 2.682 ± 0.907 2.514 ± 1.146 5.063 ± 2.441 µ [kPa] 2.351 ± 1.008 2.645 ± 1.112 4.178 ± 2.514
β [ - ] 1.204 ± 1.263 3.741 ± 3.124 2.650 ± 1.220 β [ - ] 3.494 ± 1.429 7.123 ± 3.884 3.727 ± 2.361
Residual [MPa]= -0.175 Residual [MPa]= 0.607
R^2= 0.991 R^2= 0.959

Small BronchiTrachea Large Bronchi Small Bronchi Trachea Large Bronchi

Fiber + Matrix Response (Axial Samples)

Matrix Response (Circumferential Samples)
Incompressible Models

Trachea Large Bronchi Small BronchiTrachea Large Bronchi Small Bronchi

Compressible Models

Table 1: Parameter fit values to matrix and fiber-reinforced matrix models. Circumferential samples were
fit first to matrix model and the average parameter response bounded by the standard deviation was used to
subsequently fit the matrix term of axial samples. Matrix models consist of both compressible models (com-
pressible Neohookean, Unconstrained Ogden, Uncoupled Mooney-Rivlin) and incompressible models (Ogden,
Demiray, incompressible Neohookean) to avoid premature assumption of material response. Fiber reinforced
models utilized the best matrix model complemented with either exponential or polynomial functions. All
models were evaluated based on uniqueness, sensitivity, and reproducibility, and agreement between model
fit and experimental data was based on highest R2 coefficient and lowest residual error.

models’ residuals, R2, and parameter average values and standard deviations are listed in
Table 1.

3.3. Region-dependent Mechanical Behavior

The best strain-energy function composed of a matrix term informed by incompressible
Demiray and fiber term informed by exponential expression resulted in 4 constitutive model
parameters: µ, β, k1, and k2. Parameter averages and standard error of the mean are
shown in Figure 4. The two terms µ and β corresponding to matrix response are informed
by both circumferential (solid bars) and axial data (lined bars). k1, and k2 correspond to
the fiber part of the strain-energy function, which is active for only axial data. Significant
differences between the mechanical behaviors based on region are noted by ∗ with p<0.05.
For µ and β the same relative regional trends between circumferential data and axial data
are observed, however the absolute values change. There were significantly different µ and
β between all regions and orientations, except no significant difference was noted between
large and small circumferential β bronchi samples (difference was found between large and
small axial bronchi however). k1 had significantly different fits for all three regions but k2
found small bronchi to differ with the trachea and large bronchi only. Difference of trachea
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Figure 4: Average ± standard error of means of mechanical parameters values µ, β, k1 and k2 for incompress-
ible Demiray model fit to circumferential samples (solid bars) and for fiber-reinforced combined constitutive
model, incompressible Demiray and exponential, for axial samples (lined bars). µ and β are values for both
circumferential and axial samples, since they result from the matrix expression and produce similar signifi-
cant differences in fits to trachea, large bronchi, and small bronchi samples. k1 and k2 are parameters from
the fiber-reinforced model informed by axial tissues, with fiber response. Regional differences in parameter
fits are significant (*p<0.05).
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Figure 5: Percent stress contribution from the constitutive models’ fiber or matrix term. For axial samples
containing both matrix and fiber expressions, the proportion of the stress experienced by the tissues’ matrix
was less than the proportion of the stress experienced by the tissues’ fiber, except for the small bronchi
where it was a nearly even split. The small bronchi had significantly different division of stress hosted by
the matrix versus the fiber, with the matrix having higher stress proportion. Conversely, the trachea’s fibers
had greater stress contribution than matrix, similar to the large bronchi (*p<0.05 significant).

and small bronchi mechanics is significant across all parameters. k1 and k2 values were
found to continuously decrease from the trachea to small bronchi region. Surprisingly, the
parameters did not generally increase or decrease between regions for matrix response µ and
β. The large bronchi had significantly higher values for β. µ was the greatest amongst small
bronchi, while small bronchi also had the smallest k1 and k2.

3.4. Matrix-Fiber Contribution to Function

Figure 5 illustrates the proportion of the tissue stress in tension carried by either the
matrix (solid bars) or fiber (lined bars) relative to the total stress in the sample averaged over
the whole stretch domain and for all samples grouped by region. The contribution compared
by region found the matrix stress contribution is significantly lower for the trachea and large
bronchi regions (29.2±19.2% and 32.0±15.7%) compared to the small bronchi (50.4±27.5%).
The trachea and large bronchi’s stress is mostly carried by the fiber portion of the strain-
energy term (70.8±19.2% and (68.0±15.7%). Conversely, the small bronchi region splits
the stress distribution nearly equally between the fiber and matrix formulations (50.4 and
49.6 ±27.5%). The difference between the mechanics defined by small bronchi’s fiber versus
matrix portion compared to both the trachea and large bronchi is significant.
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Correlation Coefficient ρ p-value

β, µ 0.008 0.943

E, β 0.255 0.019
E,  µ 0.907 0

β, µ 0.015 0.889
µ, k1 -0.064 0.558
µ, k2 -0.156 0.149
β, k1 0.112 0.303
β, k2 -0.252 0.019
k1, k2 -0.062 0.569

E,  µ 0.425 0
E, β 0.070 0.517
E, k1 0.789 0
E,  k2 -0.073 0.504

Circumferential Tissue - Incompressible Demiray

Correlation to Pseudoelastic Modulus 

Axial Tissue - Incompressible Demiray + Exponential Fiber

Correlation to Pseudoelastic Modulus 

Interparameter Correlation

Interparameter Correlation

Table 2: Correlation coefficients and significance from Spearman’s method was used to find constitutive
parameter relationships with mechanical properties and possible is interparameter correlation. Amongst
circumferential and axial samples, no statistically significant strong or moderate interparameter correlation
coefficient was found; β and k2 had significant correlation but weak correlation coefficient (ρ=-0.252) (18).
E was found to have significant correlations with mechanical parameters: amongst circumferential samples
both µ and β had significant relationships to the modulus but only µ had a strong correlation coefficient
(ρ=0.907). Similarly for axial samples, µ and k1 were significantly correlated with E, but only k1 had a
strong correlation coefficient (ρ=0.789).

3.5. Correlations to Material Properties

µ and k1 are coefficients in the matrix and fiber strain-energy calibrations while β and
k2 act as exponents. Inter-relationships between each constitutive parameter was explored
by using a Spearman’s correlation analysis, setting p<0.05 as significant and correlation co-
efficients ρ>0.7 as strong relationships indicative of correlations (strong: ρ>0.7, moderate:
0.7>ρ>0.5, weak: ρ<0.5) (18). Table 2 lists both correlation coefficients and p-values for
circumferential and axial data. Amongst experimental measures, the pseudoelastic stiffness
modulus E was found to correlate with constitutive parameters. Interparameter correlations
were ignored (only a weak correlation, ρ=-0.252, was found between β and k2, p=0.019, and
no other inter-parameter correlations were significant). Amongst circumferential data E was
weakly correlated to β (ρ=0.255, p=0.019) and rather strongly correlated to µ (ρ=0.907,
p=0). While the significant correlation to µ also existed for axial samples (p=0), the cor-
relation weakened (ρ=0.425); k1 was found to have significant and strong correlation to the
material stiffness (ρ=0.789, p=0).

Figure 6 represents the relationship between the pseudoelastic modulus and µ for the
circumferential data, and k1 for the axial data. A linear relationship is fit to the data
and equation provided. At the onset of tissue elongation (λ3), the strain-energy expression
simplifies to where the matrix stiffness is represented by µ and the fiber stiffness represented
by k1. This mathematical link can be observed in the direct positive relationship to E for
both parameters. The slope of E-µ is also nearly half that of E-k1.
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Figure 6: Correlations of pseudoelastic modulus values with circumferential samples’ µ parameter (all re-
gions) and axial samples’ k1 parameter (all regions). µ correlates with E with a strong coefficient correlation
of 0.907, and k1 correlates with E, also with a strong coefficient correlation of 0.789. While µ for axial sam-
ples is still significant (p=0), the correlation coefficient is weak. See Table 2 for correlation coefficients
and p-values. Slope of linearly fit line to E versus circumferential µ or E versus axial k1 are shown. The
pseudoelastic modulus is a greater multiple of the mechanical fiber parameter k1 than µ.

3.6. Model Behavior and Sensitivity Analysis

The model stress-stretch behaviors based on parameter calibrations are plotted in Figure
7 categorized by tissue orientation and region (parameter values listed in Table 1). For
circumferential tissues the stress-stretch slope generally increases from the trachea to large
bronchi and small bronchi. Circumferential tissues have smaller stress range than axial
counterparts. This mirrors the trend discussed from Figure 2. Axial tissues show a declining
stress-stretch slope from proximal to distal airways.

A sensitivity analysis was done to explore the variation in parameter fits to experimental
stress-strain behavior and the impact on model performance. Greater sensitivity was defined
as a widened range of stress-strain response due to parameter deviation in experimental
data fitting. Deviation from the average model parameter response generally increased
for increasing material stretch. Colored lines in Figure 7 illustrate the impact of each
parameter’s standard deviation on the model behavior. Circumferential samples showed µ
and β extended the stress-strain range in small bronchi regions the most. The model was
more sensitive to µ than β for all three regions. Axial samples’ fiber parameters k1 and k2
exhibit greater sensitivity than matrix counterparts µ and β. For axial samples, µ and β are
most sensitive for small bronchi compared to trachea and large bronchi. Conversely, k1 and
k2 exhibit the widest range of stress-stretch response for the trachea. k1 causes the most
expansive stress-strain range amongst all axial responses.

3.7. Tissue Composition

Glycosaminoglycans (GAG) content is shown as a percentage of dry weight per trachea,
large bronchi and small bronchi region in Figure 8. DNA content mirrored GAG trends
(not shown). Small bronchi GAG content (2.47±0.04%) was significantly greater than large
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Figure 7: Sensitivity analysis. Top: Incompressible Demiray fit with average (black) µ, β ±standard error
of that parameter. Bottom: Combined exponential fiber and IncompressibleDemiray matrix fit with average
(black) k1, k2, ± standard error of that parameter. One parameter is varied while others fixed to averages
(colored lines).

bronchi (1.67± 0.14%) and trachea (0.32± 0.51%). The increasing GAG trend from proxi-
mal to distal airways generally trends with µ and inversely trends with k1 and k2. Collagen
content as a percentage of dry weight did not have significant differences between group mea-
surements, however was greatest for small bronchi (17.4±1.6%) then trachea (14.16±2.0%)
then large bronchi (10.3±2.8%). Collagen content could be related to β, however the incon-
clusive correlation to constitutive material properties suggest tissue composition may not be
primarily responsible for mechanical function.

3.8. Microstructure Observations

Masson’s Trichrome staining of axial slices of unloaded trachea, large bronchi, and small
bronchi samples reveal collagen and the elastic fiber system (generically termed and undis-
cerned between types of collagen or elastic, elaunin, and oxytalan (11)). Regional variation
was most notable in the mucosa layer, the nomenclature termed according to Bai et al. (?
). The fiber system is most visible longitudinally, appearing as dots surrounding the lumen
in circumferential images (11; 34; 98; 44). Figure 9 shows connective tissue can be seen in
blue and pink, blue staining collagen and pink staining elastin. Evolution of the relative
content of collagen to elastin is notable from the trachea to the large bronchi and to the
small bronchi. The shape of the fibers remarkably straightens in the small bronchi com-
pared to proximal airways, despite being unloaded samples. The fibers in the trachea have
large curvatures: a qualitative increase in wavelength and amplitude is observed compared
to distal airways. Tissue architecture heterogeneity is noted when comparing regions of the
bronchial network.
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Figure 8: Biochemistry analysis of soft tissue layer (submucosa and mucosa) yielding percentage as a dry
weight of glycosaminoglycans (GAG) and collagen content. Significant differences in the GAG content of
the trachea to large bronchi and trachea to small bronchi is found. Generally the GAG content increases
from proximal to distal regions; this same trend and significant differences was seen for DNA (not shown).
Conversely, collagen content was not found to significantly differ between regions, but was noticeably greatest
for the small bronchi region (*p<0.05)

4. Discussion

While the model is capable of satisfactorily reproducing exp data, this model is still
limited by the form of existing strain-energy functions. Pulmonayr-specific strain energy
constitutive formulation based on curvature of stress-streain relation (as with aorta, michael
sacks) and other biological tissues can be done. It may be possible that the mechanical
paramteres would have direct physical definitions enabling bronchial evolutionary material
models, specific to the number generation and the ID of the tissue....where you would be in
the model physically is a parameter of its own.

4.1. Mechanical Parameter Correlations

E’s relationship with mu and k1....how that changes significance as the stress contribution
changes from trachea to large bronchi and small bronchi...

The formulation of the strain-energy function as a matrix and fiber structure provides
sufficiently good fit and interactive matrix-fiber behavior not explored.

What does sensitivity tell us? –
Furl of trachea caused by residual stress? No, not seen in human or pig tissue...[cite]

Biochemistry – explicit correlations were SURPRISINGLY ..... significance–Gag correlates
with what mechanical property. collagen collerates with what? Degrades with disease?

The difference between the mechanics defined by the fiber versus matrix portion of the
model for the small bronchi compared to both the trachea and large bronchi is significant.
stress contributiuons —-and suggests tissue form may differ enough to impact mechanical
function

Histology the elastin goes up in SB — but biochem doesn’t show this... The fiber crimp
in the trachea suggests loading would first lead to unraveling then bearing of greater loads
when taut. While no significant difference in axial stiffness was noted between regions despite
the noted fiber curvature in axial images; if fibers are crimped and not solely aligned in the
axial direction they would manifest as compliancy compare to straightened fibers as seen in
the small bronchi.
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100μm collagen

250μm
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Figure 9: Images of Masson’s Trichrome staining. Qualitative comparisons between trachea, large bronchi,
and small bronchi observed differences in the mucosa layer. Collagen fibers are blue while elastin fibers
in pink. Trachea images have crimped and furled fibers, while small bronchi fiber images appear taut
and straightened. A relative increase in elastin fibers are also observed in smaller bronchi in comparison
to trachea or large bronchi samples. The altered tissue architecture is suspected to impact mechanical
properties.

we do not distinguish beetween elastic fibers (elastin, oxytalic, elaunin)
ALL riregion fits. good fits (high R2) indicate material sufficently captured by fiber+matrox

constitutive model— more complex models with dispersed and angled fiber directions can be
used in the future, or image-based constitutive modeling Future: Imgae-based constitutive
modeling

however, noting the lack of studies exploring these fiber distributions in the bronchial
tree (? ).

tissue is near incompressible....
In order to understand the role of each constitutive law parameter — at zero stretch mu

is, k1 is.... beta and k2 are mechanicall what? the urethra paper experimental fit paper
The slope of E-µ is also nearly half that of E-k1; while the data set were not identical

for both graphs shown in Figure 6, this suggests k1 has greater influence on E than µ.

5. Conclusion

Overall the bronchial tree mechanics is still in its infancy.
We have presented a calibrated lung constitutive model to common constitutive laws. it

would be fitting to formulate a model mathematically matching the stress-stretch response
particular to lung tissue, as has been done previously for the heart. While the work presented
here is necessary, the mathematical response is limited to models meant for polymers and
other biological tissues.

Now can we create a anisotropic and heterogenous physiologically respresentative 3D
airway model...?

Image based constitutive model the yielding insights to bronchial heterogeneity and
providing the will provide the lung mechanics community with computational models the
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FEA
Pulmonary medicine needs developments in disease diagnostics, surgical planning, and

predictive capabilities seen in parallel biomechanics research on the heart, brain, and muscle.
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